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We consider logic device concepts based on our previously proposed spintronics device

element whose magnetization orientation is controlled by application of a bias voltage

instead of a magnetic field. The basic building block is the voltage-controlled rotation

(VCR) element that consists of a four-layer structure - two ferromagnetic layers separated

by both nanometer-thick insulator and metallic spacer layers. The interlayer exchange

coupling between the two ferromagnetic layers oscillates as a function of applied voltage.

We illustrate transistor-like concepts and re-programmable logic gates based on VCR

elements.
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L INTRODUCTION

The term “spintronics” refers to a new generation of electronic devices that make use

of the electron spin as well as its charge. The hope is that spintronics devices will have

superior properties compared to their semiconductor counterparts based on reduced

power consumption due their inherent nonvolatility, elimination of the initial booting-up

of random access memory, rapid switching speed, ease of fabrication, and large number

of carriers and good thermal conductivity of metals. 1 Such devices include giant

magnetoresistance (GMR)2 and tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR)~ structures that

consist of ferromagnetic films separated by metallic or insulating layers, respectively.

Switching of the magnetization direction of such elementary units is by means of an

external magnetic field that is generated by current pulses in electrical leads that are in

proximity.

We recently introduced a new concept whereby the magnetization direction is

controlled by an applied voltage.4>5The structure of our voltage-controlled rotation (VCR)

device represents a marriage of GMR and TMR in that the two ferromagnetic layers are

separated by nanoscale layers of both a metallic spacer and an insulator. The behavior of

the VCR structure was simulated previously based on a free-electron-like, one-

dimensional approximation.4’5The principle of operation is that a bias voltage modulates

the spin-dependent reflectivities such that the magnetization direction of the two

ferromagnetic layers can be rotated from parallel to anti-parallel alignment. With such a

device element there are many possible applications, such as in magnetic sensors,

microwave devices, optical switches, and logic devices, the latter of which is the topic of

the present work.

Although the VCR concept has not been demonstrated yet in the laboratory, its

consideration has stirred some discussion and criticism based on theoretical

considerations. Bruno6 pointed out that a proper simulation requires a non-equilibrium

description of the electronic system, such as is possible using non-equilibrium Greens

function methods? In Ref. 8 the resultant non-equilibrium Greens function is a linear

combination of equilibrium Green functions, so the approach acts like a perturbation

theory. It remains to be evaluated to what extent this non-equilibrium correction perturbs

the properties of the device.
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Zhang and Levy8and Mathon9have considered the TMR properties of a four-layer

structure similar to the one we consider. Although enhanced resonant tunneling had been

predicted previously,10 Zhang and Levyg argued that interracial roughness would prevent

its experimental observation because of a loss of electron coherency. Mathon9 explained

the existence of a non-zero TMR as being associated with quantum-well states in the

metallic spacer. Hence, if the TMR effect persists, the coherency cannot be fully

destroyed. The relevant point here is that Levyl 1 expressed a concern that roughness

could also eliminate the VCR effect. This should depend on the lateral modulation of the

roughness. If there is sufficient lateral coherence (few nanometers), the VCR

phenomenon should survive, although the exchange coupling energy will be

compromised. In this sense VCR depends on the global quality of the interface, while

TMR is a local phenomenon - most of the tunneling current flows within the small area

(- 1% of the junction area) that has the thinnest insulating barrier along the rough

interface. The difference between TMR and VCR can be further emphasized. TMR is a

transport phenomenon that depends on the difference in the spin up-down density of

states in the ferromagnetic layer. VCR depends on the corresponding spin asymmetry

within the metallic spacer layer (dictated by the quantum confinement). The key idea in

the VCR case is that the spin asymmetry within the spacer depends on the applied voltage.

An additional criticism of our original VCR concept is that the applied voltages

needed to influence the relative magnetization orientations of the two ferromagnetic

layers exceeds the breakdown voltage for a nanometer thick insulator. In the original

simulations no efforts were devoted to minimize the switching voltage. A stable

switching voltage should be possible by judicious choice of material parameters for the

metallic and insulating layers (i.e., thickness, dielectric constant, barrier height).

In this paper, we discuss the possibility of logic device applications. We again use a

free-electron-like, one-dimensional approximation4}5to calculate the interlayer exchange

coupling energy and solve the energy equation within a single-domain assumption to

describe the magnetization. Within this simulational approach, we propose a VCR

transistor that is the basic building block of the logic devices. We show conceptually that

it is possible to construct AND, OR, NAND, NOR and NOT gates using VCR transistors.
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The character of the logic gate depends on external controllable partieters, hence such

gates should be re-programmable on nanosecond time-scales.

11. BASIC CONCEPT OF VCR

We first briefly review the VCR concept. 4’5The VCR structure is shown in Fig, 1. The

bias voltage modulates the spin-dependent reflectivity at the interface between the

metallic spacer and insulating layers. Therefore, the exchange coupling energy between

two ferromagnetic layers would be changed such that the magnetization of the softer

layer can be rotated from parallel to anti-parallel to that of the harder (pinned) layer,

To describe the magnetization orientation of the two ferromagnetic layers, we solved

the energy equations:

E,O,= J, (v) cos(q –62)i-K1d, sin2(61- q)+ K2d2sin2(82–q2)
(1)

– Mid] COS(6,–@) – h42d2COS(d2 – @).

Here J,(V) is the interlayer exchange-coupling energy, which is a function of applied

voltage V. The behavior of J1(V) was calculated within a free-electron-like, one-

dimensional model.” Ki is a uniaxial magnetic anisotropy energy, Mi is the magnitude of

the magnetization, di is the thickness, @iis the magnetization direction, and qi is the easy

axis direction of the i-th layer (where i = 1 or 2). H is the magnitude of the external

magnetic field, and @specifies the direction of the external field. Conventionally in such

energy equations J, possesses a constant value for a given sample, and H is varied to

solve the equation. However, in our case, we assume H = O,and 71is a function of V. The

inset of Fig. 2 uses the same parameters as in our previous work.4 We assume one

ferromagnetic layer is much thicker than the other (dI = 500 ~ and d2 = 20 ~) and we

choose Kl,z = 104 J/m3. We plot the magnetization direction of the thinner (softer)

ferromagnetic layer as a function of V in Fig. 2. As expected, the magnetization direction

of the thinner (softer) ferromagnetic layer switches by applying a voltage. Here we define

VCIand VC2as ‘coercive’ voltages. Note that the magnetization direction of the thicker

(harder) layer does not change while the magnetization of the thinner one is rotated. The

detailed behavior of the relative magnetization orientations depends on the various

1’
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parameters, such as the magnitude and types of magnetic anisotropies that are present,

and the component layer thicknesses.

111. VCR-TRANSISTOR

The VCR-transistor (VCRT) consists of a VCR and TMR structure as shown in Fig. 3

(a). Here, V.x, is the external fixed d.c. voltage source, R~ is an external load resistance,

and 1(..is the applied voltage for the VCR element. If we choose dz <<d, to make the F2

layer softer, then the magnetization direction of the Fz layer can be controlled by the

applied voltage Vi”as outlined above, Furthermore, the resistance between the F2 and F~

layers (TMR) depends on the relative magnetization directions of the two layers.

Therefore, if we have a constant voltage source V,x,,the voltage V,x,-VOU,between the F2

and F~layers would vary as a function of Vi.. Note that the voltage level of the Fz layer is

V,,,,,,not ground. Therefore, the Viflof the VCRT defines the voltage difference between F1

and F2. Since Vi. is -1 V and VO1,,is -100 mV, the change in VOU,is only -5 mV for a

typical case; thus, we can ignore the effect of the change in VOU,on the magnitude of Vi..

Let us now assume that MS is aligned parallel to Ml. Then when Vi, c VCZ(see Fig. 2)

Mz is also parallel to ill~ and, hence, the resistance RtT is small. Increasing Viflcauses Mz

to align anti-parallel to MJ when Viflexceeds the coercive voltage VC1.Then the resistance

changes to RT~.When Vi. < VCZ,the resistance returns to the value RTT. Let us define RO=

RTTand ARO= RTJ- RTT= RTJ- RO.Therefore, we can obtain the output voltage as follows:

v = Vex,RL/(& +R())= v.: Vin<VC2
out

v = V,x,R~/(R~ +“RO-t-ARO)= VO:, Vin> Vc,
Ollt

The output voltage dependence on input voltage is described in Fig. 3(b) and (c). Usually,

while AVOU,= VO~,- VO~,=V@x,R~ARO/(R~ + RO)2 is of order -5 mv (when

R~ = RO- ki2 , V,x, -200 mV, and the TMR is 10%), AVin= V,l -VC2 has a larger value

(- 100 mV). The value of AVinis guessed for typical material parameters, but AVinis a

very sensitive function of the anisotropy, the thickness of Fz, and the voltage dependence

of the exchange energy. Therefore, this device cannot amplify the voltage. However, the

output voltage has highly nonlinear characteristics that are an essential part of the logic
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device. It should be noted that if initially MJ is aligned anti-parallel to M,, the output

voltage characteristic curve is reversed, as shown in Fig. 3(c).

IV. LOGIC DEVICES

Each logic gate consists of two identical VCRT, as shown in Fig. 4. There are input

voltages VinAand VinBfor VCRT A and B, respectively, and the F~ and F’q layers are

connected. The definition of ViHAand Vi~Bis similar to that of the VCRT case of the

previous section (the voltage difference between the F, and Fz layers, etc.). The external

constant voltage source is applied between F’z and ground through F’z and the load

resistance RL.As described in the previous section, the resistance between Fz and F~ (FYz

and F’~)depends on each input vokage and the initial magnetization direction of F~ (F’j).

First we consider the case for which F1 and F~ (F’~and F’s) are parallel. We get the

various output voltages as follows:

v out = R~V~z,/(R~ + 2RO) = ~ , when Vi; = vi: < VC2,

V,,{,,= R&,/(R~ + 2R0 + ARo) = Vz , when Vi; > V=)and Vi: < VC2

or Vif > VC,and Vi: < VC2

vout= R~V,x,/(R~ + 2R0 + 2AR0) = V~, when Vi,f’B> VC1.

Here we assume R: = R: = RO. We summarize the characteristics of Vour for various

cases in Table I, where we define the input-voltage state for the case Vi~>B>Vc, as ‘H’,

and that for Vi~’B< V,z as ‘L’, and the output voltage states as ‘HOUI’and ‘LOUt’to

indicate ‘high’ and ‘low’. Table I shows the logic gate behave for NOR, NAND, AND,

and OR gates for each case. To behave as a logic device, the output of one gate must be

the input of the next gate. This can be achieved in two ways: one is to tune the material

parameters to fit the requirement, and the other is to attach a buffer such as a

conventional field effect transistor. At this stage, we cannot predict whether the first

method is possible of not, but the second should be feasible. The most important

advantage of this VCRT logic gate is that it is programmable. The same logic gate can be

an NOR, NAND, AND, or OR gate depending on the external voltage V@~and the relative

direction of A2~.If we replace MSwith another VCR structure, then the orientation of kf~
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can be switched by application of another externaI voltage. Therefore, our conceptual

VCR logic device has a re-programmability feature. A processor fabricated from such

VCR logic devices could, in principle, be optimally configured for a given task, and then

reprogrammed within nanoseconds to optimally perform a different kind of task.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We briefly discussed the VCR concept and simulations of the magnetization

orientation as a function of the external bias voltage by calculating the exchange coupling

energy within a single-domain switching assumption. Based on the simulations and

inclusion of TMR elements, we proposed VCR transistor and logic gate designs. We

found that a given logic gate can act as a NOR, NAND, AND, or OR gate depending on

controllable external parameters. We also showed the possibilityy of re-programmability

for these spintronic logic gates based on the VCR concept.
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Table

Table I. Behavior of VOU,for various cases (V, > Vz > V~),

M3 IIMl

V2 > v.:

vi: vi: v“,,

L L HOJ=V,)

L H Lout(=V2)

H L LOUI(=V2)

H H LOu,(=V~)

NOR

V2 < Vo:

‘~~ ‘if ‘Wt

L L HJ=V,)

L H HOU,(=V2)

H L HoU,(=V,)

H H Lout(=V3)

NAND

M3anti-parallel to Ml

V2 > V*:

y.: ~: v.”,

L L Lout(=V3)

L H Lout(=V2)

H L Lout(=V2)

H H Hout(=V,)

AND

V2 c Vo:

vi: vi: vout

L L LOU,(=V3)

L H K“t(=vz)

H L Hout(=V2)

H H Hcmt(=vl)

OR
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F@ure Captions

Fig. 1 The VCR structure.

Fig. 2 Magnetization direction behavior as a function of applied bias voltage. (Inset: the

exchange coupling energy vs applied voltage with image force correction (dielectric

constant s =10) as in Fig. 12 of Ref. 4.

Fig. 3 (a) The VCR-transistor (VCRT) configuration which includes VCR and TMR

elements. (b) The output voltage characteristic curve of the VCRT for Ml IIMSand (c) for

Ml antiparallel to Ms.

Fig. 4 Schematic of a VCR logic device element.
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